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Carolina Planning (CP): How do you define "forced residential
segregation?"
George Galster (GG): Forced segregation is a residential pattern that is
produced because of illegal activities in the housing market. There is a set
of illegal activities that real estate agents and landlords promulgate that
essentially foreclose housing choices to minority individuals, such as:
misleading or lying about the availability of certain apartments; quoting
higher prices than what are actually appropriate with an attempt to make
somebody say "oh that's too expensive" and therefore not take it;
steering by real estate agents whereby the kind of houses [people] are
shown in the kind of neighborhoods they are shown is related to the race
of the person being shown around by the agent (i.e., white people are
shown houses in white neighborhoods only and minority persons
minority neighborhoods only). Although we talk about all of these
activities as typically denying minority home-seekers various housing
choices, they also symmetrically deny white home-seekers housing
choices. So steering, although you think of it as reducing the set of
options for minorities, also reduces the set of options for majority home-
seekers.
Another set of activities could be promulgated by neighbors or
prospective neighbors where minority individuals might choose to live.
Here I'm talking about acts of intimidation and harassment, which have
frequently led to situations where minority home-seekers who have
moved to the neighborhoods soon thereafter move out because it is such
an uncomfortable place for themselves and their children to live. Other
neighborhoods (white neighborhoods) which have gotten a reputation of
being exclusionary, perhaps to the point of being violently exclusionary,
don't have minority home-seekers looking in them anymore, because
they know "why bother?" Even though you don't see the acts literally
happening, the history and the expectation that acts will happen is
sufficient to erect this exclusionary barrier around communities. In the
Chicago area, Cicero was infamous for this for many years, in the
Cleveland area it was Parma, and in the Detroit area it's Warren, which is
a white suburb infamous for the reputation of being "sure, we're open to
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people of all kinds, but if you are the wrong
kind, look out." All of these kinds of acts
are forbidden by federal law since 1968 and
by many state and local laws, yet there is
plenty of evidence that they still occur. As a
group, these activities limit housing choices
and thus make it more likely that minority
home-seekers will end up Living in
neighborhoods that are predominantly
minority-occupied already and that majority
home-seekers will also end up in
neighborhoods which are primarily
majority-occupied. Remember, segregation
is not just a phenomenon that refers to
minority residences—it is symmetric, and in
order to have one group segregated you
need to have another segregated as well. So
it is a white issue, not just a minority issue.
Thus, "forced residential segregation"
is activities in the real estate market either
promulgated by real estate professionals,
neighbors, or home owners themselves that
tend to deny opportunities to people that
are different.
CP: What is the difference between
"forced" and "self-segregation?" Are the
differences real?
GG: First of all as background: when
people are asked questions about who they
would like to have as neighbors in public
opinion polls, there are substantial
majorities of most white folks who say they
would prefer as their first choice a
neighborhood that is overwhelmingly white,
ten-percent or fewer non-white would be
okay. Most Hispanic and Black households
when asked the same question would
choose approximately fifty-fifty racial or
ethnic mix for their neighborhoods. There
are substantial minorities of both Black and
Hispanic respondents to these polls who
say, however, that they would prefer as their
first choice an overwhelmingly Black or
Hispanic neighborhood and some folks
have said "those folks clearly want to
segregate just like many whites clearly want
to segregate." Without putting any value
judgments on it, people would say that the polls
show that self-segregation, presumably
voluntary, is what people want and if you're a
free-marketer of course you say you let people's
preferences rule. Why should government or
anyone else be concerned that this isn't just a
harmless expression of what people want to do.
Some people want to Live in a neighborhood
that has parks, other people don't, and we don't
care about that—why should we care who
people want to live with?
Okay, there's the straw man argument. My
first reaction is that those public opinion polls
just described are conditioned by the
generations of racism and racist ideology to
which I've just alluded. So, from a white
perspective, when they express any dislike for
racially mixed environments, that expression is
conditioned by a recent history that they or
their parents may have experienced. This is a
history that tells them that any mixing is a
prelude to complete racial transition of the
neighborhood and probably to physical decay.
For these people or their parents growing up in
the 1930s to the 1950s, let's say in major metro
areas, it was a world in which there was
intentional, officially sanctioned ghettoization of
minority populations, where in the realtor codes
it was professional behavior to steer and to
exclude minorities. It wasn't just "not bad," it
was the desired behavior—"you should do this"
because it was official policy that race mixing is
bad. Race mixing hurts property values, so it's
unprofessional.
Similarly, government policy was explicitly
segregationist. You couldn't get a VA loan it
your house was in a racially mixed
neighborhood after World War II because a VA
loan said "we only are going to underwrite
sound loans" and loans in racially mixed
neighborhoods are not considered sound,
because property values will go down in these
neighborhoods as a result of race mixing. Self-
fulfilling prophecies are running rampant here.
Official private and government policy was
segregationist in the era when our parents'
grandparents were doing their thing.
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Yet it was also a period of mass
migrations, especially of Black people
moving from the south to northern
industrial areas. There was a growing Black
population and they had to get housed
somewhere. You could only overcrowd
folks so much, and then you eventually had
to spread the size of the Black community
beyond its earlier borders. Unscrupulous
agents called "blockbusters" were the
vehicles for that expansion. Using scare
tactics they would indeed turn over blocks
from all-white to all-
Black occupancy in
sometimes a matter ot
months.
Thus, for all the
general white pop-
ulation could see, it
was inevitable that
when that first Black
person was allowed in,
that would be it. The
neighborhood would dp to all Black
occupancy in a short period of time, and
because it was associated with the
tremendous overcrowding of the residendal
areas that Blacks occupied, the denial of
mortgage funds, as well as under-
maintenance of buildings by landlords, the
neighborhood did go downhill after it
became incorporated into the ghetto. It
wasn't just an unsupported stereotype, it
generally was a low-quality residendal sub-
market. From the white population's
perspective, there was a rational reason to
believe that you didn't want to have Black
neighbors. But it was conditioned by an era
of American housing markets where
segregation and discrimination were running
rampant. That is not at all a necessary'
condition of the world, and it is certainly
not the current condition of the world,
although there are still a lot of vestiges of
that. Thankfully, it is not nearly the way it
was in the 1940s and 1950s.
From the Black population's
standpoint, when they said "yes, I have a
neighborhood,"
These preferences are
coming from the
historical momentum of
racism. If we were able
to change that historical
momentum, preferences
would change, too.
desire to live in a predominantly minority
neighborhood," that was conditioned by what it
would mean to be in a diverse neighborhood, or
to be "the pioneer," the first Black person into
an otherwise all-white neighborhood.
Conditioned by their experiences or their
parents' or neighbors' experiences, from whom
they heard "my god, they (whites) have painted
graffiti on my house, they've burned crosses on
my lawn, or they at least made it incredibly
uncomfortable for me to live in this
they thought "why would 1
want to put myself or my
children through that?" So,
sure, it's a preference, but
again, it's a conditioned
preference—conditioned by
this whole history of
harassment and racial
intimidation and discrimin-
ation.
To summarize, when
people talk about voluntary
segregation and just letting people's preferences
act out, I say that is a very shallow and
misleading interpretation of these preferences
and where those preferences are coming from.
The conventional wisdom that it is
"natural" for people in different racial and
ethnic groups to Live separate is very damaging
because there is nothing "natural" or
biologically pre-determined about that at all. As
we know, race and ethnicity are predominandy
cultural-social constructs; what we make of that
is something that we have devised. (When I say
"we", I typically mean white males in positions
of power.) One of my long-standing motives for
doing so much research in this area of race has
been to figure out ways how we can unlearn
these unjust social constructions.
CP: Do you see any problems with the notion
of "voluntary" or "self- segregation"?
GG: My worry about so-called "voluntary"
segregation is that it in fact retards our ability to
eliminate racism in this society because
segregation is the linchpin for reinforcing racial
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stereotypes in today's society. I think
segregation reinforces racial stereotypes
through both a direct and indirect way. The
direct way is that when different groups live
apart all sorts of images and stereotypes get
created but don't often get challenged by
the truth. Media stereotypes about the life
of the ghetto, for example, and the media
portrayal of the young male Black criminal,
and other kinds of portrayals of what Black
neighborhoods must all be like get into
white people's heads,
and because they have
never experienced a
Black neighborhood,
they don't know
anything different. So
separation means that
there is going to be a
limited flow of
information about
what life is really like.
Thus, old stereotypes,
or new distorted media
stereotypes, become
the reality that people see about the other
community, and this is not a very positive
perception.
Indirectly, segregation, at least in
Northern American cities, typically means
that most minority residents live in more
limited political jurisdictions compared to
most white residents. To put it crudely,
most minorities are confined to the city of
Detroit, the city of Chicago, and a couple of
suburbs in the Chicago area, but most of
them are majority Black suburbs now,
whereas whites have a whole bunch of
different municipalities. Unfortunately, but
not surprisingly, the tax and financial
resources of Black jurisdictions are usually
much less than those of white jurisdictions,
which means that minority jurisdictions
systematically can't provide things like
public education, good quality police
protection, health services, libraries, the
whole public service package, as well as
white communities. What does that in turn
This is a more powerful
argument, to say that a
lot of these stereotypes
are not pure myth, but
that we've set up a
spatial structure that
creates some reality to
reinforce these
stereotypes.
lead to? In the case of public education it leads
to less chance of minority kids coming out of
their school systems to get the kind of training
that allows them to get the kind of economic
success that white students are going to get with
access to better education. You get not just
perceptions, but sometimes the reality of higher
crime in minority communities than in white
communities, a somewhat trashier environment,
trees don't get planted [and] beautification
programs go by the wayside, because they don't
have the money to do it.
Thus, these communiues
don't look physically as nice
as the white communities.
All of these things reinforce
white stereotypes like
"Blacks just don't take care
of their neighborhoods,
they're just trashy people"
and so on.
While it is frequently
the media stereotypes that
allow the myths of these
communities to be per-
petuated, the process I just described is not
totally mythical. That is to say there really are
inferior schools, services, and so on in minority
jurisdictions, because of the way that we have
structured our space. This is a more powerful
argument, to say that a lot of these stereotypes
are not pure myth, but that we've set up a
spatial structure that creates some reality to
reinforce these stereotypies. It's a classic self-
fulfilling prophecy, which in simple terms gets
set up like this: we think that minority folks are
inferior and we want to keep them out of our
neighborhood and our political jurisdiction.
Therefore, we adopt a variety of practices that
segregates them into certain parts of our metro
area, thereby creating circumstances where the
likelihood is they will stay economically inferior
to us and manifest a variety of behaviors that
will reinforce the original stereotypes.
CP: It is often argued that what is missing in
distressed and segregated communities is a
bridge to the mainstream. What does this
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sentiment mean to you, and how might you
characterize it?
GG: I think that is a dimension of
segregation that I mentioned earlier, that
makes it difficult to reach equal opportunity
in today's society, or makes it less likely that
minority individuals can achieve the same
level of economic and social status as
majority individuals. Segregation allows for
the formation of distinct sub-cultures, and
in certain very deprived, concentrated-
poverty minority communities, there have
been plenty of studies to suggest that this
distinctive sub-culture is defined by
opposition to mainstream cultural values.
For example, to perform well in
school is to act white. William Julius Wilson
and other social critics have talked about
how this oppositional culture is functional
in this little social world that is the poverty
ghetto at the heart of some of our cities
today. For example, we understand why
young people act this way, why these
displays of machismo are so important for
young Black men, and why having a child is
so important for young Black girls,
regardless of the implications. Perhaps
without realizing it, these behaviors, because
they are so in opposition to mainstream
values, render these folks virtually
unemployable in the mainstream society and
shut off most of their avenues of economic
advancement through traditional and legal
ways. This is what we are dealing with in
many of our inner cities today. It's the
extreme of what happens when racial
segregation is conjoined with concentrated
poverty. Again, this is a combination of race
and class segregation.
CP: What about class integration versus
racial integration?
GG: I go around in my head on that
question very frequently, and let me just tell
you why I can't decide.
Let's talk about racial integration
distinct from class integration. To put it
differently, should we encourage middle class
whites and middle class Blacks to live together?
On the one hand, it is probably not necessary
from the perspective of either group because
they are both probably going to make it just fine
and their kids are probably going to make it just
fine whether they are integrated or not.
However, in as much as many whites in
different realms of their life, especially in their
workplace and voting behavior, still have a
variety of racist stereotypes, it probably would
be a societal good if these stereotypes held by
middle class whites could be eroded. Social
science has shown that the most effective way
to erode racial stereotypes is through equal
status residential contact. The idea behind equal
status is that when people are in the same
economic class and when they live together for
sustained periods, racial stereotypes fall away. I
think it would be to the greater good of society
to encourage integration and it would help
reduce racial stereotypes, which would not only
benefit middle class Blacks, but all Black folks.
So, on that round I'd say, yes it would be nice to
have pure racial integration wherever possible.
There is a caveat or complication,
however. All of these nice benefits of reducing
stereotypes were premised on equal status
contact. If you were to mix lower class Blacks
with middle class whites, it's not all clear that
you would get social goods, you might in fact
get social bads, reinforcing white stereotypes.
This is a major dilemma current housing
policies face with scatter site public housing,
section 8 certificates, dispersal programs, and so
on.
Class integration, on the other hand, I
think is absolutely crucial. I think that there has
to be a way for society to convince itself that to
concentrate, especially lower income poor
individuals, together in such critical masses as
we have now in many of our city centers,
creates so many more social problems than we
would have if those folks were not as spatially
concentrated. That is the real crucial issue. We
have to get a reduction in class segregation, but
it is most important to not just mix middle class
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with upper class, but to mix lower class
(economic) folks with any upper classes.
Traditionally it has been the working poor
who have borne the brunt of that kind of
mixing, but that's not fair either. It really
should be mixing throughout the class
spectrum if possible. Now that is an
incredibly complex policy issue that
planners and policy makers must face. I
don't pretend to have the magic bullet on
that one.
CP: Based on current or past housing
policies such as Section 8 and subsidies and
the effect these policies have on all
submarkets as you discuss in The Ma%e of
Urban Housing Markets, which direction
would you advocate for housing policies?
GG: I think that in order to achieve this
deconcentration of the poorest of the poor,
housing policy needs to achieve two things
simultaneously. First, it is necessary to open
up areas of the metro region (primarily in
the suburbs) that are now closed to low-
income people because of exclusionary
zoning policies and other kinds of
institutional barriers. Secondly, center cm"
areas should be redeveloped with housing
that is class diverse.
In terms of opening up options for
low-income people in neighborhoods where
they currently do not live, we need statewide
initiatives that have in the past gone under
the rubric of fair share housing (i.e., each
jurisdiction has the affirmative obligation to
provide its proportion of the housing stock
for people with different incomes). It is
critical that this is a state initiative because
no municipality is going to take it on its own
shoulders to do that without massive
coordination with every other municipality.
When I say fair share, I don't
necessarily mean building an apartment
building that is set aside for low-income
people. While this approach improves the
class diversity of the whole municipality, it
creates its own mini ghetto. This has the
potential of maintaining the subcultural system,
and perpetuating external stigmatisms, such as
people saying, "oh, that's where they live," or
"you come from that apartment building,
Johnny." What we want to have in this sub-
environment is a mixture down to tne building
level or neighborhood level. This can be done
by building a mixed income development,
where X number of units in an apartment
complex are set aside for people of low income.
There is a history of federal set aside housing
policy, which requires a certain fraction of set
asides for low income residents.
Clearly, rental apartment buildings offer
the possibility for low-income occupancy
through the Section 8 program, if the landlord
can be recruited to participate in the Section 8
program. We have to be careful here because
some landlords have turned into Section 8
slumlords. They have turned entire buildings
into Section 8 occupancy, which creates a little
mini ghetto that I think is an undesirable thing.
We not only have to recruit to get some Section
8 certificates, but also to prevent buildings from
becoming completely Section 8 occupancy. In a
nutshell, that is what I think has to happen on
the suburban side of things.
But you can't just think politically about
emptying out the center cities into the suburbs.
It's not only not politically viable from a
suburban perspective; it is not viable from the
center city perspective either. There are center
city politicians that need voters and, in addition,
there is the whole racial politics thing. I think
you have to talk about simultaneously
encouraging redevelopment of center city
neighborhoods in conjunction with more
suburban opportunities. In many Detroit
neighborhoods, for example, there is plenty of
vacant space. As the city has depopulated over
the years, lots of vacant land has been left, so
the quesuon is what kind of redevelopment is
going to happen on it. So far, the only kind of
redevelopment has been to clear a site and
rebuild an entire suburban-looking subdivision
with no diversity whatsoever, unless the
developer wants to make it from a $110,000 to
SI 60,000 price range. That's the diversity you
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get without having set-asides for low-
income people.
Some housing authorities have done
redevelopment with large, urban renewal
style apartment complexes, which have
included set-asides for class diversity. When
private developers do their thing, unless
there is encouragement or restrictions on
what they can do, they tend to go pretty
homogeneous in the class they are targeting
for that new development. Private
developers have to be discouraged from
creating homogeneous development, so that
the new neighborhoods that are being
created in the center
city are class diverse.
Now, I am not
only talking about
clearing the land and
building all new stuff,
but also many inner
cities are confronted
with gentrification
which tends to
recreate class-homo-
geneous situations. In
those circumstances,
non-profits can be
very helpful in getting some of the buildings
and holding them for affordable housing,
even though the neighborhood around it is
becoming quite gentrified. This is a way to
preserve some of the original residents and
maintain some diversity. I don't believe
gentrification should be stopped, but
complete displacement of existing residents
needs to be avoided. So it is an "in and out"
strategy like in basketbaU: you have the
inside game in the center city and the
outside game in the suburbs and you have
to have both to have a really good team.
CP: Portland, Oregon, is often viewed as a
model with its mix of downtown housing
stock. Would you agree with that, or can
you think of a city that has done a better
job?
It is an "in and out"
strategy like in
basketball: you have
the inside game in the
center city and the
outside game in the
suburbs and you have
to have both to have a
really good team.
GG: In terms of mixing the downtown or its
core neighborhoods, I think Portland has done
a very good job. I don't think I can come up
with a better example. In terms of doing the
outside game well, it is Minneapolis-St. Paul.
They have formed a political coalition between
the center city and the inner ring suburbs
around the downtown. They have found it in
their common interest to encourage fair-share
housing on the part of the suburbs farther out,
the exurbs. The inner ring suburbs are starting
to see the same problems that have traditionally
been associated with the center city. The center
city and the inner ring suburbs are already
independently providing
more than their proportional
share of affordable housing,
and by adopdng a fair share
housing policy, the exurbs
will be forced to provide
their proportional share of
housing, and to share in the
burden of providing
housing. By joining forces,
the center city and the inner
ring suburbs were able
through the state legislature
to vote in a plan that would
essentially put the burden where it should be
—
that is, on the wealthier exurbs.
CP: As a matter of both philosophy and
method, how much credence do you give to the
idea of "asset building" where the focus is
placed on the positives rather than on the
problems afflicting a community?
GG: I think that it all depends on the ultimate
purpose that you are trying to achieve. I am not
sure 1 can generally say that the approach does
or does not make sense, unless we talked about
a particular goal that this means was trying to
achieve.
CP: Do you think in practice, methodology, and
spirit, the asset building approach gives you a
better angle?
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GG: If you are trying to organize a given
community politically, we know that often
the rallying point is a negative one. We are
out to stop this, fix this, or improve this. In
that sense, emphasizing the positive is not
good for rallying the troops. You need a
threat, a bad thing, an evil that we can all
join together to fight. Doing that eventually
has to get to the positive. What resources do
we have to fight this thing? So I am not sure
we can divorce it in that sense.
If our goal is to improve human and
social capital in a neighborhood, you
absolutely have to do the positive. Human
nature is not going to respond very well if
you say, "Well you have diddly here, we
have to fix all those terrible things wrong
with you and your community." I am
trivializing it, but I think you can imagine
that one has to take a much more
encouraging, build-from-strength kind of
approach.
Similarly, if we are trying to do
economic development and we believe that
the major problem is that this community is
not receiving its reasonable share of
resources, then we have to look to see if
there is there some kind of market failure or
information failure that has prevented the
world from knowing about us [the
community]. The world has passed us by
and because of stereotypes or what have
you, it has not taken a second look. If this is
the case, then you have to go with the
positive, of course. Wave the flag and say
we have got some great resources that you,
the market would love to invest in. These
can be human, locational, or whatever
resources. You definitely want to go with
the positive. I have a hard time with
community development defined in very
circumscribed geographic terms. I don't believe
in bootstrapping in that sense. I think that one
has to understand the role of this place in the
larger system in order to help the place do
better.
We have designed our cities in ways such
that certain places are going to get starved of
resources. Concentrated poverty neighborhoods
are those places. So to talk about the strength of
the community is a little like whistling in the
wind. We have been strangling them for
generations, and [we] did not talk about how
that ultimate negative works. That big system
that's screwing these systems over did not talk
about that negative and work toward changing
that negative. I think that we spend a lot of time
wheel spinning. So that's why it's a hard
question for me.
CP: Explain your phrase "Spatial Suicide."
GG: Suicide for a person is the ultimate self-
negation. From a metro perspective, what
would be the ultimate metropolitan self-
negation? It would be structuring itself in such a
way that many of its citizens are rationally
induced to become less productive, less
cooperative, and more threatening to each
other. That's what we're doing. That's it in a
nutshell.
CP: So that is in part the "collective
irrationalities."
GG: Yes. Why that happens? Why we design
space in this way? What we see as our own
personal best interest is what we choose to do.
When everybody else does it, it becomes
collectively not in our best interest, but in our
worst interest.
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